Excerpt from the supplement to the Marner and St. Michaelisdonner newspaper from 12 August 1932
of Helene Höhnk:

To the Dutch origin of the family Huesmann
of Helene Höhnk

„That recently the deceased vlaams poets and writer Renè le Clercq in Amsterdam
communicated on my relative request about the Dutch origin of the family
Huesmann to me:
The name Huesmann means also in the Dutch owner of an inheritance
that is called a free agricultural holding. In the five tenth and Six tenth century the
name in Flanders occurs very much. In this time a line of the wide-spread family
was characterised by its technical skill in the dyke and hydraulic engineering, so
that after frequent Huesmann outward to appoint became, in order to pull in the
coastal countries dykes.
End five tenth century moved Daniel and Michael Huesmann to
Westphalia and operated in the city Soest a well flourishing hydraulic engineering
business. They might be the founders of the family Huesmann branched out far in
Westphalia, which a large family-legate possesses for the education of parentsless
and children without means in catholic boardings school. To the Soester
Huesmann belongs the son-in-law of the Austrian authoress countess Edith
Salburg. Its only daughter Valentine from their marriage with Franz baron Krieg
von Hochfelden had married itself 1919 with the naval officer Huesmann, which
died 1930 in Berlin, after its man had gone as a buyer to southwest Africa. It left
three children, who are educated by the family trust in Soest.
„It is very probably possible “, continues for Renè Le Clercq then, „the
fact that the brothers Claus specified by them and Cordt Huesmann around the
center of the Six tenth century after Dithmarschen was appointed. They occur until
around 1540 still frequently in documents and documents. Then they disappeared.
The mother of Claus and Cordt was called Eitje geb. Vries and was a wealthy
woman. It left an inheritance to 1570 from 100.000 gold guldens that into four parts
one divided. Fifty thousand gold guldens of it went to outward into the Kingdom
of Denmark. Thus it is proven that the brothers Claus and Cordt lived in
Süderdithmarschen that at that time already to the royal portion belonged.
Renè le Clercq closes finally: In the Six tenth century the name
Huesmann in Flanders became extinct completely. It appears from then on in
Belgium as Jew name. Probably a widow Huesmann or a after-lasting single
daughter on the indebted farm married the Jewish creditor and him with the
inheritance the honest civil name gave. That happened also in other cases and with
other names. “

translated from Jörg Huesmann in November 2006.
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